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FOREWORD

In the years ahead higher education in the South will be my
* as good as our college and university, faculties. For this reason,i.the.

selection' and preparation of college teachers is among the inost
.important challenges we face.

'The Southern Regional Education Board has supported se4ral
projects relating to the career development of college teachers, among
them the study of The Career Decisions of College Teachers by Jelin
W..Gustad to which reference is made in this monograph. Because of
SREB's continued interest in such studies, Dr. Nahum Z. Medalia,
formerl,Y of Georgia Institute o_ f Technology, was asked'to prepare a
Ilackgiodi-kd paper concerning research on faculty recruitment and
retention *ch could be used during an SREB spoNored seminar
(participants `listed in appendix).

Following the seminar, Dr. Medalia revised and up-dated the
paper for publication in its present form. It is a review and assessment
of research bearing upon the career development of college teachers,
deSigned to summarize the current status of this field of researeh and
to suggest appropriate directions for future research. Although it
inclufles an enumeration of significant studies, this review is not
meant to be exhaustive.

Unless' Southernc011eges and universities are adequately staffed
. 'iii the coming decades, the quality of 'edueatjon will decline rather

than grow. 'The, region lags behind the nation in the adequady of
faculty staffing, and .to reduce thVg will .mean continued and
concentrated attention tb the Matte f reeruiting, training and re-
taining, outstanding young people for college teaching.

Wlhfred L. Godwin
Director
Southern Regional Education Board

iii 5
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° This review selects 'detailed examination three variables
widely used in study of recruitment to college faculty' roles: the
"career decision," the "occnpatiorial .image," and "institutional po-
tent'." It negleCts others that may be of equal or even greater
significance towards understanding the total ,faculty recruitment
process for example, those of personality development --and it will
consider only in passing the process of adult socialization associated
with professional training in specialized ,disciplind. However, some
selection has to,be made, and the variables considered here seem to
focus in a general way on the same stage in the recruitment or

-N. selection process for college faculty: the years of undergraduate
preparation.

Regarding the social significance or practical importance of the
problem under disc,pssion, i.e., recruitment of college faculty, is re-
view does not assurWe that there is`a shortage or surplus, pregent or
impending; of college teachers, and offers only the suggestion that
the whole controversy and concern ever the "shortage" of faculty has
operated to obscure what should be opr real concern: the shortage of
college learning rather than that of oollege teaching. On the other

;hand, the principal assumption which this review dots make has to
do with thevalue of conceptual clarity in the study of recruitment t(4,
occupations such as the academic. Its principal object is, hopefully,
to contribute to such clarity and to raise questions for future research
in terms of the three variables under discussion.

ix 8
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CHOICE-OF A COLLEGE
TEACHING CAREER: THE
CAREER DECISION

.

The two maim, studies recruitment to college faculty roles
which use "career decisi s" as the key _Variable ure those of John
Gustad, The Career Decisions of College Tedhers,(1) and of Rtith Eckert
and John Stecklein,_ An Exploratory ,Study of Factors Influencing the
Choice of College Teaching as a Career.(2) These studies focus on the
individual and try to learn something ofi when and how he makes
up his mind to go into leaching, and what factors he perceives
as having influenced 10 decision; in addition, they attempt to relate
the individual's decision to remain in, or to leave, the teaching field
with the satisfactions and dissatisfactions that he actually experience4
in his 'work. What do theSe studies tell us regarding the process of
recruitment toollege teaching, what do we learn from them concern-
ing the,"`moraleb of college teachers, and what issues do they pose for
future research in:terms of the "career decisions" variable?

Concerning the process Whereby entry into college teaching is
effe d, Stecklein and Eckert say: "College teachtrs seem to have
entere this field more by accident than by deliberate design. By and
large, ey did not look forward during their undergraduate years,
as ydung people entering other prof essions do, to working in the field .
in which they are currently_ engaged"'(p. 44). similarly, according to
Gustad: "By and large . . . entry into- (college) teaching is the end
product of drift. That is, the majority do npt engage* in the kind ot;



career planning that is typical of the aspiring physician r ttorriey"
(p. 6). These authors then agree substantially that colle e eachers
seem to have backed into their faculty roles, although Gustad enter
the proviso that such career "decisions" are not made by chance as
Stecklein-Eckert would imply: "It is safer to say that this individual,
even though he may not have thought Much about it, will, when faced
with the decision, choose that alternative that.is most compatible to
him because he i&-t.he kind of person he is" (p. 6).*

Concerning tile 'satisfactions that college teachers derive from
their careers, once they have entered upon them, Gusted and Sfecklein-

'Eckert appear, however, to reach opposite conclusions. From his study,
Gustad found that teachers tended to be uncertain as to what would
constitute an ideal job for them (p. 32)1Ithat "only about a third" of
college teachers expect to attain their' ultimately desired occupational
goals in tlitir_present institution (p. 44) ; that the 'widespread feeling
among teachers that their work is not valued or appreciated "consti=
tutes a serious problem" (p. 42) and quite likely "is a symptom .

of a generally poor morale", (p. 43) ; and that "the conditions of work
ire college teaching are in a pitiable state of affairs" (p. 33). Stecklein-
Eckert's college teachers by contrast seem to be and to have a much
happier lot. According to their study: "Faculty members. reported,
many different kinds of satisfactions from their professional service.
Rather significantly these expressed satisfactions tended' to center
around the kinds of tasks the teacher performs, whereas the reported
dissatisfactions, which were far fewer in number, had mostly to do
with the lack of suitable rewards or appreciation for such services"
(p. 42, Stecklein-Eckert). Reviewing these satisfactions, Stecklein and
Eckert say that their research "corroborates earlier findings regard-
ing the generally highinorale of college teachers" (p. 46).

Correspondingly, Gustad 'and Steekiein-Eckert differ in their
evaluation of what should be done to attract artd Iceei'more people in
college teaching. Stecklein-Eckert would,'to paraphrase Blake, pub-
licize more widely "host' sweet is the teacher's siveet lot4 and how
important (p. 46) ; in addition, trey would improve his lot still further
by paying him more for fewer contract hours. Austad, on the other
hand, doesn't beliyie that the college teacher's lot is particularly
happy, as things itan" d todayTand his recommendations for feform
have a somewhat tragic ,ring.

Since this review has made no attempt to consider systematically the personality variable in occupa-
tional recruitment or selection, it will not comment on Guststl's contention that college teachers are

-breed apart, personality-wise, other than to say that his hypothesis would seem to require, for its
substantiation, at least two sorts of contitly: I) Ph.D 's in Chemistry, English, and Psycholqgy who
never took college teaching jobs, 2) undergfacluates in colleges similar to those where present.teacherl
graduated, who never took teaching jobs Absence of the first control grogp would make it imp6ssible
to prove that former teachers left teaching because they were dissatisfied with it or because they were
like the kind of person who never enters it, absence of the second control, impqssible to prove that
teachers are different in any way from their college peers (e g , more solitary.).

\/. r 2
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For example, it seems fair to say, on Gustad's assumptions, that
"the persanner problems of higher educators would remain'the same
even if unlimited funds were available" (p. 6). On the other hand,
given the kind of person who goes into college teaching, how are we, in
Gusted's words, "to effect changes in the image of college teaching
as a pareer'and College teachers as people" (p. 47) ? If according to
him the image of "the absent minded professor . .. disporting himself
with dangerously subversive or at best useless ideas" is not true ,

Xp. 47), then how can it be true' that the college professor\sis a person
Who "develops early in life a preference for largely solitary and in-
tellectually stimulating activities in preference to the-goals character-
istic efhis peers" (p. 6) ? How can communication between ,adminis-
trators and faculty be improved (p. 47) if the former represent
precisely the values of"the peer group whfch closed its ranks against
the embryo professor? Finally, how can the morale of a cpllege faculty .
be ifhproved if) as Gustad says, "the key to morale is the group";
and the professor is an essentially solitary being (p. 48) ?,Compared
to these difficulties, finding a way to `teact our society "that a man
is not measured by the size of his bank account," as Gustad also
recommends (p. 47) seems almost easy.

This summary comparison between the studies of Gustad and
Stecklein-Eckert raises the following questions:

1. What accounts. for the major difference in over-all evaluation-
of college faculty members' morale, as between these' two studies?
The following comments are offered not'as answers to this question,
but as possible leads for finding an answer.

A. Differences in morale as a function of differences in
sample constitution. Among the most salient differences in con-
stitution' of Stecklein-Eckert and Gustad's, samples are these:
(a) Type of college inclUded: Stecklein-Eckert included junior'
colleges, Gustad included' (or at least reported on) only four-year
institutions and universities; (b) Subject areas: Stecklein-Eckert
included faculty in all college fields, Gustad 9nly in three;'
(c) hex ratio: Gustad reports attitudes only 4i1 male faculty,
whereas in Stecklein-Eckert's study 30 per cent of came
from women teachers; (d) Stecklein-Eckert's study concerns
Mainly (67 per cent) native Middle-Westerners. teaching in
Middlk-Western colleges, while Gustad's subjects were prepon-
derantly (45 per cent)`-native Southerners teaching in the South;
(e) Stecklein-Egkert report on the response of 94 per cent of their-,
sample'of four -year college faculty,and on the universe of junior
college faculty, Gustad on returns-from 60 per cent of his sample
of present teachers ; (f) 44 per cent of the faculty in ,Stecklein-

f,

.
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Eckert's four-year colleges and 4!per cent in their junior colleges
held the doctorate, whereas 80 per cent of Gustad's sample had
obtained this degree.

4.-
some of these differences in sample constitution would ap-

ptar to make the difference in faculty morale as evaluated by
huthese two studies, err on the conservative side. Ts, Stecklein-

Eckert's junior college faculty, were the lowest in morale of their
, entire study population; and one would suspect (on .a versrehende
basis) a high proportion of, low morale teachers lurking aviong
the non - respondents to Gustad's questionnaire. Other differences
would appear to be irrelevant or of indirect relevance to the
evaluated difference in morale (c and d) ; still others self-,
cancelling initheir orreiation on the morale factor (b). By elimina-
tion, it would appear that only one difference in sample constitil- ,

tion as between the two studies that o the ratio of doc-
torate.to non-doctorate faculty bears directly on our qdestion.

B. Difference in time and method of data collection. Stecklein-
Eckert sampled opinions of college faculty in the fall of 1956, a
little over.a year before Gustad's sampling (fall'57 to spring '58).
This diffeiehce does not appear to be of any significance. On the
other hand, to secure 94 per cent response, SteCklein-Eckett- seem
to have hammeied harder at college faculty through adpiinistz'a-
tive ,channels thad did Gustad. Whether the administrative and
inter - organizational ties 'which made this hainmering possible

/exerted an independent influence upon response and if..sO in what
direction so far as reported satisfaction of facility members with
their jobs' is concerned, may be an open question. Also open is
the question Of the extent to which researchers concerned with
attitudes of bureaucratic employees are up againsta double bind:
to obtain statisticalry meaningful results they must secure res-
ponses ideally from alt individuals iii their sample, but the only
methods available for approximating this ideal may be those
which influence significantly the opinions that are-being sampled.

C. Differe9ces in meaning of -morale. -Conceptual incon-

gruity is, of course, the most frequthif stumbling block to anyone
who 'Vrould make comDarative analyses of studies .on any given
social science topic. Gustad's definition of faculty morale is at
the same time more sophisticated andless clear-cat than Steck-
lein-Eckert's, resting as it does on an analysis cif interview
material and an analysis of the expected, actual, and desired
rewards Of college teachefs from. their work. Stecklein-Eckert,
on the other hand, 'evaluate morale operationally in terms, of
'(a) Responses of facuity to the questionnaire item, "Please check

o
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the expression below which best desdribes your present attitude
toward college eaching as a career: very dissatisfied,
fied, indifferent, satisfied, very satisfied." Ninety-two per centsof the faculty in the four-year institutions said they were "very
satisfied" or "satisfied." (b) The fact that faculty members re-ported far more "satisfactions" than "dissatisfactions" with theirwork (p. 42). (c) The fact that 83 per cent of their respondents(about the same proportion as Gustad's) said they would choose
again to remain in teaching if they could remake their. choice(p. 26) :*

It appears from this analysis that any atteinpt to compare
Gustad's study With Stecklein-Eckert's, on the Vital question of
hoW well satisfied college4faculty members are with their work,

.' is a shaky undertaking: This experience points up the need for(1) in some basis for comparability between successivestudies on approximately the same-problem; (2) employing moreinternally consistent and psychologically sound measures of
"Morale"; (For .example, the -fact that in Stecklein- Eckhert's
study 10 per cent more respondeiiis said they were :`satisfied".

"very satisfied" with college teaching as a career, than said they.
would "choose again to remain in it," rairei a question about whEit

4,it means to be "satisfied" or "very satisfied" with teaching. Also
. --Stecklein-Eckeres measure "b" rests on the extremely dubiousassumptimi' that - all reported "satisfactions" and "dissatisfac-

tions!' 'Of teachers with teaching have the Same psychological
value.) (3) attempting to place findings concerning morale or j.r!oir\---,...80141.faction of different groups of workers Within the context ofsystenatic theory rather than of ad hoc explanation. Consider,for example, Stecklein-Eckert's finding that ". . . private liberal
arts teachers (experienced) the greatest degree of satisfactionamong faculty in four-year insptutions, and the University of
Minnesota faculty the least .... Junior college, teachers in general
seemed to be somewhat less happy- about their current career
roles, illustrated by the fact that only 31 per cent of themexpressed the high satisfaction shownBY half of the teachersin
four-year colleges" (p. 26). Stecklein-Eckert explain the'relative
unhappiness' of junior college teachers by saying that, "they felt
they were.not enjoying the full status of college faculty members"
(p. 43).,. since -their activities were more like those of secondary
school teachers. But this does' not explain the relatively low
satisfaction with college teaching as a career of the University
of Minnesota faculty who do enjoy presumably tlie full,statils of .college faculty.

5 13
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' , 2. Is recruitment to college teaching by decision or by drift?

The second main question raised by this comparison. between

SteckleitirEckerk and Gustad's .studies concerns their characteriza-

tion of the,way in which college faculty enter their occupation. Does

the agreement of these studies on the view, that college faculty tend

to "drift" into occupational roles mean something more or less real

than their disagreement concerning the satisfactions that faculty.members derive from playing those roles? An* what are the implica-

tions for research on recruitment to occupational roles, more gener-

ally, of the decision-drift schema?
Let us note to begin with that "drift" is a term with ideological

overtones. In view of America's long-standing "romance with lirac-

ticality" (Barzun) a drifter is, to say the least, un-American; yet

an occasional heretic will arise to proclaim the goodness of drift. Such

a one is Trow, whose stimulating essay, -"Reflections on the Recruit-

ment to College Teajiing,"(') contains a passage which in 'effect

equates career selecron by "drift" with 'receptivity to learning;

while its opposite, Which Trow calls a hardening of occupational

identity," is associated with an isomorphic hardening of the intellec-

tual arteries. ,Says Trow:
Vocationally o reer-oriented students are far less sus-

ceptible to influences in colleges which would modify their
opinion or"basic life choices. Students whose identities have

hardened early cannot be reached, as deeply as students who

are still engaged in what Eric Erikson calls "identity play,"

and particularly not where higher education must reach them

deeply enough to make them want to give their lives to it

(p. 59).
Trow, in addition, relates entry to college teaching by "drift"

with two further considerations of lar-reaching significance: first

teachers' social class origins; secondly, quality of role perforinance

as college teacher. On both Counts, the drifters come out on top:

When lower and lower middle class-people do want their

children to go to college . . they first perceive a college

c- education as ., . . purely advanced vocational training. And

their children share their views. Now I suspect that students

who view their college education as vocational training will

not contribute the number or more ihiportantly the kinch.of

college teachers that we want. The view of college education

as vocational training uaually means that an'early choice of

career has been made. But to become a college teacher, as we

have seen, is typically the outcome of a deferred career
choice. The early career choices of the vocationally oriented

6 14-



usually foreclose the possibilities of "drifting" into college
teaching (p. 58).

Mere we witness, of course, another engagement in the perennial
war between educational generalists and educatigrial specialists,,,` hich
leavet studenti i-damned if you do, damned if you don't position.
To the generalist, the student who comes to, college, to prepare for
a preconceived occupational role is rigid, Wardened, impervious to
anything but a narrow range of applied intellectual fare. To the
specialist, the student who comes to college without a clear -cunt 'dm of
What, occupationally speaking, he wants to be is a drifter who s Auld
be shown the error of his ways by vocational guidance and oth
arts of the student personnel servile. This as a matter of fact is the
position taken by both Gustad.and Stecklein-,Eckert when they recom-
mend improved guidance as one obvious. possibility for recruiting
more college teacheis. Thus Gastad: " . . . it is . . . quite likely that
by our casual attitude towards recruiting our successors we are losing
.many promising potential teachers*. Improved guidance is one obvious
possibility" (p. 47),.

Now one can no more take issue with "improved guidance" as
an educational objective than one can with "better teaching"; but the
foregoing discussion leaves this reviewer at any rate with the dis-
tinct impression that for Trow and his like the way to improve
guidarice for the potential recruit to college teaching is to abolish it
entirely hi order to allow him maximum freedom for his "identity
play." ,

So much for the first set of issues raised by the characterization
of recruitment to college teaching as f tcome of "drift ": namely,
is drift good or bad? Do we want more or `less of it? Is it the lower
classeis, or the upper classes who tend to drift into their occupations?
Is one a better college teacher for having so drifted? Is there a
psychological connection betweeti engaging in "identity play" and
"receptivity to college educationi," even to that zenith of receptivity
represented by the willingness to devote one's life to college teaching?
Is there a psychological rather than tautological, connection between
hardening of identity and ,resistance to the full benefits of higher
education ? On this last point, readers of this paper may' wish to
reflect on a consideration Brought out recently by D. C. BeArAlee
and Donald O'Dowd, who say:

. .. there are (college) students who' have managed to
establish their identity on grounds relatively independent
of futtlre occupational status.- These fortunatsic) young
people are free to test a range of career altern yes for their
goodness to fit in the hope of findhfg maximum play for the

7 :
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ego-Strength already in their t ossession. This probably. ac- .

counts for the academic and personal success of GT Bill
student veterans, which is-refl cted in the nostalgia for the
late 40's. frequently expressed by faculty members.(')
A second set of issues raised b the "drift" theory of recruitment

to college teaching are the operatio al one i.e., how do we, know
when a man drifts into an occu ation-; what line demarcates the
frontier of "Career planning" fro that of, "drift," or does the one
shade imperceptibly into the othe a ?

One obvious methodological
and Gustad's studies in coming to
of "drift" is that they are forced
choice by college teachers from
naire administered ten or more y
the case of 47 per cent of Steck
cent of Gusted's. Under these -ci
Gustad's sample, for instance, to

reconstruct the process of career
e latter's answers to a question-
rs after they began teaching,'in

in-Eckert's sample and of 67 per
cumstances, the answers given by
he question."Do you feel that your

andicap. of both SteckleinrEckert
Ips with an operational definition

11

decision to enter college teaching as based on: (check) pure chance,
mostly chance, mostly planned, careful planning and deliberation?"
may reflect something other than these respondents' views of the
nature of the events that transpired, or conspired, to cau m to
enter college teaching at the time when they enter it. Co es-
llondingly, this reviewer regards Gustad's finding that "over If
(the sample) frankly admitted it was a matter of chance" (p. 2 ,

ith considerable caution not4e say skepticism. .

In the first place, so far as the decision to enter graduate schoo
is'concerned, evidence gathered of career,motivations among students
applying for or currently engaged in graduate study does not support
the "drift" hypothers. According to Gusted, when the embryo teacher
leaves college, "he -goes on to graduate work, often without any clear
idea about why" (p. 6). However, when -Grigg in 1957 asked 84
coklege seniors irk Florida institutions, who said they were planning
to take an M. A. degree, ,why they wanted to gd on to graduate
school, only 3.8 per cent gave "passive responses"; i.e., "replies which
were very vague and which, pointed to no specific reason."or Of
greater orleA significance, depending on one's 'point of view, is the
fact that none oithe 12 seniors who indicated- that they intended to

. study for the Ph.D. degree gave "passive" responses. On the contrary,
the answers of both M.A. and Ph.D. candidates reflected at the very
least their awareness of the conventional expectati-on that one should,
be able to give a positive account of one's intended actions* in our

Note that the same cultural imperative does nor hold'in the case of actions one has taken unless
they are very recent. This may be one 'explanation for the fact that 50 per cent of Gustad's sample
said they entered college teaching "by chance."

8 10
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kceti, (e.g., to meet professional, riluirements for a job, to make
more money, to \improlte One's proficiency in a subject).

In the second place, evidence gathered from current and recent
degree candidates which is said to support the hypothesis of recruit-
ment by "drift" to graduate school, and later to teaching, does not
do so in the.oPinion of this reviewer. Let us examine Berelson's con-
clusion' in his recent study -Graduate Education in. the United Sta/es:
"Whatever the ,.cause; the effect is the same: going ahead (or

,,*)the doiterate seerns-to be muchless the result of a decision and much
more the result of drift."('), . . .

;T1!: t

/ Berelson adduces two pieces of evidence in support of this state- . 7,-,
ment : First, doctoral students' relatively late career choice: "potential .,

F' 4)--.1A)
doctors and lawyers know Much earlier that, they want to, go ahead --,...,4

for professional, gaining in their field, . . . Ay college for medicine,
during college for law, but only after college for doctoral work
that is a sloganized bjt not over-simplified version of the facts"
(j p. 143). "Secondly," says Berelson, "the drift hypothesis is con-

Z)..
firmed -by other data as well." These turn out to' be the fact that
"recent recipieirts (of the doctorate) say that no one `particularly
influenced you to gd to, graduate school'; about two thirds claim
they decided 'pretty-much on their own' " (p. 143). .

.

Tlds reviewer is at eloss to unders nd in what way-a decision
to enter upon gKaduate or professional e ucation at a median age of
22 rather than of 18 or 20,,and the entrant's claim to have decided
upon his course of action "pretty much on his own",constitute prima

' facie evidence of having "drifted", either into graduate school or
into an occupation except on the implicit assumption that not ,;
to have so drifted means that one must have decided irreversibly on
one's occupation at' least before college _graduation and preferably
before college, and that one must not have decided on, one's future
occupation by onesett but at 'the instigation of some other person(s).

This consideration probably comes close to the heart of the great
"drift" controversy. Those who claim at graduate students (or
others) drift into college teaching, or info graduate, school, or into

, other educational or occupational areas must do so on the basis of
an implicit and highly restrictive model of what constitutes "career
planning" and occupational choice." Moreover this reviewer suspects,
rightly or wrongly, that their model derives in large part from the
Mystique of vocational guidance and counseling, particularly of the
Ginzberg variety, wherein it is assumed that -the.only rational (i.e.,
non-drifting) way to enter. into an occupation is via the results Of an
extensive battery of multiphasic tests, administered in' the junior
and senior year of high school and interpreted by professional vo-w,
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cational coun4lors or guidance psychologists'. With this assumption,
the ghost of !Economic ,Man, whose every action was supposed to
reflect the aim of maximizing his self- interest through rational cal-

reapppears in the guise of Vocational Man, whose prime object
js to maximize to the last possible percentile point his -chances for
educational and vocational success. There is billy this one difference:
whereas Economic Man was at least prepared to take his' chances as
an individual throughout the course of his abstract career, Homo
12ocario is expected to stake his all upon the,aoutcome of a series of
standardized, objective tests, scored and interpreted ffir him in his
17th or 18th year of life. Only then ,apparently can he be said to
enter upon his specialized career training truly as a result of- decision
rather than of "drift. This assumption may go a long way towards
explaining the hostility of vocational. guidance specialists to liberal
education, noted by Caplow in nia stafement:(?)

The advocates of vocational training are often critical of
any teaching which is not directly related to a future job.
For, instance, a recent work discussing the relation of college
education to occupational adjustment has this to say: "In
fact, even those,who Were concerned about their occupational
future received little direction dr guidance. Instead they were
frequently encouraged to cehtntrate in esoteric f4elds such
as French.4iterature or Philos phy.,"
Since it is c'brnmonly the presumptin of,professors of Philosophy

or of Fier:tell- Literature that they are able to give a man a better
idea of who he is and what he shot l4 be doing with himself than
can testa devised by vocational -Counselors, the latter's criticism of
these,icoteric subj%tli'may not b so isdirected after all: for it may
be that from the viewpoint of p ilos 'hers and French litterateurs,
if la only the failure of liberal eduction which makes possible the
success of vocational counseling)

,c
This last consideration bear- -h si

tin of how formal vocational guid
recruit students to college fqulty ro
suggest a, that vocational counselors
both high school and college levels a
.of liberal education, we may fairly
from them in the recruitment of .tea
in the liberal arts curriculuth. On the
college faculty members themselves
aims and spirif of liberal education
vocational guid4nce on the other, we
induced to cooperate in an "improved program of guidance" for the

ificantlyon the practical clues-
ce procedures can be used to

es. For if it is titre, as Caplow
and guidance psychologists on

hostile to the aims and spirit'
ak what ..ltelp can be expected

ers for the esoteric subjects
other hand, to the extent that
ee an antithesis 'between the
n the one .hand and those of

ay *wider how they can be
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recruitmen of college teachers beyond doing what many probably/
do already namely, to try to encourage the one or two students o

iof 200 or so ho show some signs of disinterested intellectual curio tyto persist in their peculiar ways. -
Whateve the cogencY .pf these remarks'for irnpleme ing a

practical prog am of "guidance" to faculty roles is concern , fromthe standpoint f research it would appear that the "decisi ,versusdrift" schema s An unduly restrictive one in which to Study the
process of student recruitment to faculty roles. On the one hand, it
commits one to a\"social problems" approach: i.e,. to lay emphasis on
the question, wh t Can we,do to prevent or reduce "drift"? On theother hand, it wo ld seem to bind study of occupational recruitment
to one specific m del of 'how such recruitment should take place:i.e,. p rationalistic, ecision-making model, symbolized by the figure
of Vocational Man. n both these grounds, it ,would seem desirableto approach the stud of occupational recruitment, whether to faculty
roles or any othcer, i terms .that avoid the conceptual extremes.;of
"occupational decision ' on the one hand, "occupational drift" onother.

11
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COMMITMENT TO AK-
OCCUPATIONAL IDENTITY

One

is

wayway to avoinfie impasse of dichotomizing occupational re-
cruitment jilt° processes of "drift" or "decision" has been advanced
IV. Howard Becker. In his paper, "An Analytical Model for Studies
of the Recruitment of Scientific Manpower," Becker writes:(L)

Let me suggest that what is crucial (to occupation
recruitment) is not the person's choi2e of an occupation but
rather his eventual commitment to an occupational identity.
What needs to be explained i. is the way people assimilate
into theiK conceptions, of themselves an occupational element,
the way people come to think of ithemselves as being, among
other things, a member of thieloccupation or a person who
does this :Rind of work. Working with the concept of com-
mitment focuses our attention on the stability of occupa-
tional behavior, pointing us toward research on how people
come to stay in n occupation and make it part of theft. long-
term organized .n of behavior.
In line with Becke 's remarks, focus on "commitment to an -occu-

pational identity" has rOved fruitful for analyzing a variety of
occupational recruitment rocesses mediated by adult socialization in
professional and graduate schools, such as those of philosophy, phy-
siology, law, or inedicine.o? ow does this concept relatti to study of
the processes which eventua in recruitmept of men and women to
college faculty positions, and t their socializk.ionsfor midi roles?

i3
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If we ask this question, we are bound to observe that "college
teaching" does not, by ynd large, constitute an occupational identity
in our society in the ,same sense that personal identification is ex-,
pectid with the practice. of medicine. Gustad, arrAng others, has
remarked on this as a fact. In commenting on the nature of college
teachers' identifications as they ,appeared in his study, he obseries
that in contrast to identity with teaching or with a particular institu-
tion, "more and more the discipline, the professional society, claims
the men's allegiance" (p. 34). Alvin Gouldner's findings concesening
theyelative valence of "cosmopolitan" (i.e , professional) versus "lo-
cal" (i.e., institutional) affiliations among college faculty attest to
the Same phenomenon.(")

,,Why should this be the case, anti what problems does this cir-
cumstance pole for'studying the faculty recruitment process? Rang-.
nizing the importance, in terms of manpower recruitment and con-.
servation, of 'securing commitment to,an-occupation through identifi-
cation processes, many educators have deplored this trend to primary
identification with an academic discipline on the part of college
faculty; and they have proposed to counter it by instituting programs
variously conceived as "orientA'on,"" "guidance," or "development"
for faculty on campus. These ,programs are frequently justified-on
grounds that the "undesirable" identifications of faculty members
with their disciplines has arisen by default of Any 'efforts on the part
of colleges to socialize faculty for performance of academic rolesi,
while the socialization for those roles mediated by graduate schools Alt
has tended to stress research functions at the expense of teaching,
and loyalty to discipline at the expense of loyalty to institution.

This reasoning, however, overlooks the fact that processes
occupational choice and of the development of occupational identifica-
tions do not operjte in a vacuum, but take place within' the context of

A. a structuring oroccupations in a division of labOgr system, and that
,this system,:witOts, functional prerequisites, may impose qualifica-
tions u on the riafure. and number of occupations to which commit-
ment h identification is institutionalizedi.e., typically expected as
a ma't r of moral obligation. The trend to disciplinary identification
on the part of college faculty, in other words, may not be explicable
81111 by.college administrators' neglecit(of faculty development pro-
grams., by the tendenw of professional societies to arrogate to
themsel proto-union powers of reward or sanction over their mem-
beps, as ustad appears to believe.(") A r,

Seen from the sociological perspective of a division of labor
system, the process of recruitment to college teaching'or to any other
occupation appeal's as a function of two basic systematic requirements

1



allocation and motivation. That is, the system may "require" for-

its operation adequate methods of allocating personnel as between its
different ptos,itions; and the pertong so allocated "must lie" motivated'
to remain and to perform relially in those positions. Furtherniore,
as Linton brought out some years ago, the requirements of allocation
and of motivation work at cross- purposes in a diviislon of labor
system.m Tt secufe the most efficient allocation of personnel, all
individuals should ideally be completely interchangeable as among
the different pbsitions in the system; while to secure the most efferc-/ tive motivation, they should be prepared, through long training and
socialization, for the perf52-mance of specialties.

How is this allocation-motivation dilemma r,esollTed in a com-
plex divigioribf labor system-highly deiendent upon roles that require
-long periods of training for their performance? One means nay be to
,secure the commitment of individuals to basic occupational identities
or statuses through adult socialization processes while sanctioning the
expression of these bash identities through a liniited5yariety of oc-
cupational roles. The studies of professional and graduate schools re-
ferred to earlier show how individuals become, committed to basic
occupational identies' such as "physician,'; "clergyman," physiolo-
gist," etc., as an outcome of adult socialization processes implicit i; '
their graduate eduCation. However, for each of thesbasic occupa-
tional identities,.secondary occupational choices, both scalar and'func-
tional, are possible and in fact required. FurtliermAe, there occurs
a structuring over time of the roles associated with different statuses
into typical career lines.( ")

-

These remarks call attention to the. .desirability, for research
purposes of distintuishing between two phases A.f. occupational re-
cruitment: a primary phase wherei.t persons Move into or become
allocated,as among different basic occupational statuses; and a secon-
dary phase in the course of which the various roles associated with
those basic statuses secure their performers. Next, when considering
only the phase of primary recruitment, it would appear desirable to
make a further distinction between two of its proceeseS: that of
"general- orientation," which culminates in some overt step to,establish
candidacy for the status in question; and a process marked by formhl.
procedures designed to turn the status candidate, into a full-fledged
status occupant. Using military parlapce,, we 'may perhaps designate
the first process that of "orientation,' the second that of,"itiduction."
Whereas the process of orientation, may be thought of 'as marked by
a de latitude of individual choice and great variety of social in-

uence, that of indu.ctio'n can be said ti) reflect a drastic toning -down
-,of individual choice, and a high determinism of social influence.'

of



Within this frame of refereice, aceOemic graduate school train-
ing does not in our society typically. constitute induction into -Rizat_

dernie status. In fact, it would be more accurate to speak of "academic
roles" than of "academic statuses" and to think of such roles as one
Sanctioned. expression of the status of professional in a specialized
scientific' or humanistic dispipline. Otherwise put, aca&mic roles in
our society are generally assumed, and played by, persons who have
been inducted through graduate training into the status of profess-
ionals in a specialfzed branch of learning.

These remarks are intended only to set out, in a deductive way,

. some of the consequences for researeh;on faculty recruitment which
arise from a, consideration of the variable "commitment to an oc-
cupational identity." They may help in understanding why such corn-
-mitnient will always be expected to occur in a selective way in a
'division of labor system i.e., why commitment will be expected to
certain occupations (e.g., _physiologist) but not to others (e.g., college
teacher of physiology). They also may serve to call attention to
oirtain largely neglected problems 9f occupational recruitment.

a) What principleS can be in&oked to explain, in substantive
fashion, which occupations in a division of labor system will be selected

as object& of commitment through identification? Concretely,- why
should academic professions donstitute such objects in our society
but not academic positions? What mechanisms account for changes
over time in occupations considered appropriate for commitment
through identification? that degree of consensus exists concerning
the occupations regarded as appropriate for personal commitment?
What variables account for the consensus which may exist in this
respect?

b) What are the processes by which roles appropriate to-given
b4sic occupational statuses become defined? What are the mechanisms
a proliferation, differentiation, and limitation of these roles?(")

c) WIV factors ,mediate or. ientation, as distinct from induction
or socialization, to basic occupational stayuses? Two such factors
of particular relevance to the study of orientation to the status of
professional in a scientific_ or humanistic discipline may be "the
academic image" and "institutional potency." Implicit in consideration
of the first factor is the question, To what extent does the image of
a -role (e.g., "college teacher") associated with a basic occupational
status (e.g., "professional in an academic discipline") determine entry
into the induction process (e.g., graduate school training) for that
basic status? Implicit/in consideration of the second factor is the
question,-oro what extent does the environment, however concep-
tualized, of an undergradupte institution orif its students toward
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induction into the status' of professional in an academic discipline?
In the succeeding sections, this review examines these two factors in .

detail, as they have been considered in research on the recruitment
process for college teachers.
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THE ACADEMIC IMAGE ---,-

In attempting to understand why people enter an occupation, 'a
direct relation is often' assumed between' the "favorableness" of the

.image that the occupation "projects," and its power to attract "favor-
able" recruits; at the Very minimum, in the more cautious words of
two recent students of occupational images:

It is reasonable to expect that a relationship exists
between the degree to _which occupational image contains
favorable personality and.life-style characteristics, the status_
of the occupation, and .the degree to which students would-
at least, in fantasy, wish to 'enter it.(")
Conversely and with particulat,reference to the academia caree

the allegedly unfavorable image which this career projects has ben
-held to be a barrier to the recruitment of future faculty members; so

much so that, according to Gustad:
We need . . . -to effect changes in the .image of college

teaching as a career and college teachers as people. Too long
we/have pezpitted and even encouraged . the perpetuation
of stereotypes, not likely to be useful in attracting young'
people to teaching (p. 47).

With these remarks we introduce a set of exceedingly complex
questions that bear on recruitment to occupational roles such as the
college professor. Given the alleged power of "the image" 'over the
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minds and _actions of rnen and given the hopes that are vested in

"changing'the irhAge" of an occupation as a meaes of attracting more

and better, recruits to it, it behdove us to ask: (1) What, empirically,

is the "immage". of an occupativh or occupational status, such as

"6ollege professor," that is 'held among various groups or categories

of 'individuals, or among the same grctpps or categories of persons

at different times ? (2) Why is it empirically,:mjhat it is? (3) What

relationship exists between the image of an o*tiation, among various-

groups or categories of individuals, and the recruitment of individuals

in those, groups or categories to that occupatliin?

Concerning occupational images among college studehts, the

group most likely to provide recruits to college teaching, this review

considers two recent studies: O'Dowd and ,Beardslee,'"College Student

Images of a Selected Group of Professions and Occupations"(") ; and

Mary Kinnane, "Attitudes of College Students Toward' College'Teach-

ing as a Career."(') Some of lir salient results are reported below,
with particular reference to students' .images of "the college_ prd-

lessor".
1. College students, -*ether public or private, male or feniale,

exhibit "vast agreement" on images of at least the 15 middle to uppgr-

middle class ocCupational statuses whose titles were used -as stimuli

by Q'Dowd-Beardslee (p. 121).

2: Very little difference was observed in the images that fresh-

men and seniors have of the otcupational statuses. rated by the
0,'Dowd-Begidslee sample. -The tendencies. thgt O'Dowd-Beardslee

noted, of image shift froin ithe,freshman to the -senio; year, are of

interest-from the standpoint of this revi4er and might provide leads

for fruitful follow-up. They are described by O'Dowd-Beardslee

as follows:
There is a tendency for seniors compared with freshmen

to rate all'occupations in less attractive terms. This marbe
described as a form of seniorpessimism.

At both the men's and women's 'private colleges the
college professo,r is treated. differently by freshmen .and

seniors. In general terms, the senicrrs'have a less exalted view

of the 'professor than freshmen do, but this is not focused on

any single evaluative dimension. This difference does .root

emerge in the state university comparisons.

. On the "cultured intellect'' scales the freshmen. gig(
,:ligioter scores than the seniors to most occupations. In all
likelihood, liberal arts training increases the significance oaf

this dimension in the evaluation of occupations. .

2B-
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3. An interesting difference in the image of the college pro-.
fessDr, as -between public, and private college students, was also
noted by O'DOWd-iNardslee.

Compared with the private group the public college
/ students rate him higher in worldly success, personal control

and political responsibility, and what appears to be masculi
vigor. On the other hand, the private college sample scor
him higher on emotional ,depth and artistic sensibility.
represents greater,stability and solidity to the public college
undergraduates, ,while for the private college students the
emotional and personal ~richne of his life is emphasized.-
4: College students generally were 'found to hold a highly

fav,Drable image of the college professor. In' common with members
of' many other professional groups, college professors typically spend
much of their time complaining of the woeful lack of appreciation that
laymen show for the valuable services they render. Only rarely will a
member of the professional group in question see- through his col -
leagues' collective representations of self-pity to the actual 'situation
of their social esteem. Riesman, for example, has remarked on the
change iii-studenergliTnate of the professor's status as compared
to that of the businessman in Our society:, it is his impression that
studentS, At least in leading colleges, exhibit " . . . a posture of *con-
tempt for, business and a belief that in contrast teaching offers

'respectability and even integrity."(19
The studies of both Kinnane and O'Dowd-petrdslee abundantly

support these impressions. Kinnane finds a striking difference among
between the way they think ,the public perceives

stereotype of the college teacher," and their personal
of his prestige '(p. 30)'.

college stud
the "g
judgmen

Most college students feel thatthe general public rates
the college teaching profession below medicine and law.
Fourteen per cent . . . think most people rate it below busi-
esscand engineering also. : . .

However, collegians do not accept these- stereotyped
concepts of the professor's steps. Fifty-two per cent of_them
rate it equal to or higher than Medicine and' law . only
five percent of 'student respondents consider college teach-
ing to be of inferior status in relation' to business and
engineering . . . . (p, 30).

Furthermore, according to Kinnane:
The conscious dissociation from t,he ttereotypedimage

of the professor's prestige by the collegians was reinforced
ry-
."'d
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and spelled out in a number of the interviews. Soine students
explained that, while they themselves regard the college
teacher'as -a person of high status, this opinion is not shared
by theit families (p.. 31).
From these observations, it would certainly seem that an investi-' gotion of students' perceptions of their families' perceptidns of.occu-

, potions, or that xd other relevant rlerence groups, would be most
enlightening from .the standpoint of understanding the occaational
recruitment process. Such an investigation might also shed new light
on the opinion-molding function of reference groups, In this case, for
example, one could speculate that the image of "the professor" which
collegians ascril to "the public" as a reference group is influenced
bylheir desire to appear superior to "the public" on the dimension
of '8vhat O'Dowd-Beardslee calls ,"cultured intellect." Collegians,
in effect, may be saying that while the vulgar herd 'fails to appreciate
othe professor, at hiS,true worth, they of finer sensibility do.

Actually, it turns out that the vulgar herd, or at least the
cross-section of it whose opinion about occupations was sampled by
the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) in the spring of 1947,
does appreciate the' college profe.ssor to a degree that must certainly
approach the latter's own estimate of his true worth, for the general
standing of the college professor was exceeded in that survey by 'only
seven (out of ninety) "occupati s": U. S. Supreme Court Justice,
Physician, State Governor, U. S. C binet Member, U. S. Diplomat, and
Mayor of a large city.(19)

AdditionM evidence of the college professor's truly exalted stand-
ing in American society comes from the study of O'Dowd-Beards-
lee. Even though these authors say that "without any doubt the doctor
is a culture hero for college students" (p. 32), "the 'college professor"
heads a list of fifteen occupations in "mean ideal preference score",
for Wesleyan men, and he is in a three-way tie for' second place as
ideal preference of state university men (lawyer was first ideal
preference; college professor, doctor, business executive came next).

One explanation for the professor's high standing on the "ideal
preference scales" of college men appears froth a vignette 'which
O'Dowd-Beardslee distilled from their statistical data on students'
occupational images:

College. Professor A dominant feature of this image is
the great stress on intellectual competence accompained by
sensitivity to artistic or aesthetic experience. The professor
is seen as an individual with colorful, interesting, exciting
qualities coupled with a degree of rashness, changeability,
emotional difficulties and lack of adaptability. It is , quite
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ikely that he is interesting because of his emotional un-
dictable nature. In spite, of these characteristics and a

high score on radicalism he is granted considerable tower in
public, affairs. Students rate the professor as very valuable
and they see his role as a sour of great personal satis-
faction.

On the debit side, according to O'Dowct-B ardslee:
Theprofessor is described as not well-to co and lacking

in opportunity for advancement . . 64 : :bably the most
striking impression emerging fro is profile (of the
professor) is its lack of masculinit It is predominantly' a4.
volatile feminine picture with em asis on intellect, sensi-
tiviti, and impulsiveness (p. 34).
By the wap of compensation, howe r, in another section of the

study O'Dowd-Beardslee finds that "the ollege professor is rated
higher by women , (than by men) in intellec sophistication, with
emphasis on the strong, active, deep, confident mas uline facet of this
dimension of evaluation", (p. 79.

.-Given the high status and favorable image that "the college
professor" enjoys in the minds of his students coupled with the.strong
emphasis in American culture on ambition on striving for the highest
possible occupational goal, we would expect a very large proportion
of American college'students to aspire to their master's shoes and seat
in the faculty lounge. This expectation is strengthened by Kinnane's
finding; that 63 per cent of the New Engl

estion, "Have you ever
nd college students she

surveyed responded' affirniatively to the u
given. serious thought to the possibility of becoming a college, teach-
er ?"er?" and that 73 per cent of Ivy League college men gave this
response. It is with considerable surprise therefore that one learns
from the O'Dowd-Beardslee study of a striking discrepancy be-
tween the "ideal" and "real" occupational preferences of college
students, so far as their aspirations to college professorhood are con-
cerned. In the case of Wesleyan men, "the college professOr" received,

i as we have seen, the highest mean ideal preference rating; yet real
preference for his status was expressed by only 3 per cent of students;

-N... whereas "the doctor" and "the business executive," Vho were second
and third in mean ideal preference rank, were the real occupational
preference of 19 per cent and 17 per cent, respectively.

This finding brings up the whole question of how, and through,
what intervening, variables, "oceupational images' are related to
"occupation choices" a subject which may require much more in-
tensive study than it has so far received. How, for instance, are we
to account for the discrepancy between the "ideal" and "real" occupa-,
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tional preferences, of college meu with respect to college teaching?
According o O'Dowd-Beardslee,' this discrepancy '"is almost cer-
tainly relat&i to the limited rewards and the lengthy training asso-
ciated with the occupation" (p. 41). On tip:\ other hand, a totally
different hypothesis seems equallymplausible on the strength. of. the
data. they themselves present namely, thht college students con-
struct an image of "the professOr'.' which is so demanding in terms of
its intellectual and emotional requirements that few students feel they
possess realistically the qualifications to live up to it. Proceeding on
this assumption, we may raise the further question 'cif whether
students construct an image of the college professor which is alien
to their "self-concept" because, on grounds totally unrelated to this
image, they do .not realistically choose to become college professorsi
or whether they`clo not choose to become college professors because
of the image they have constructed of that occupational status. Are
these questions even answerable, and if solipow? -

The possibility remains open, nevertheler,.that if consumer pre-
ferences for automobiles, gasoline, cigarettes, and_ other commodities

can be influenced by the image conceived as an independent variable

which these items project, then college student preferences for
occupations may be influenced in a similar way. This consideration
brings up 'the problem of explaining the content .of occupational im-
ages in terms of whatever conceptual dimensions this content is

described. From a practical point of NrieW, research on this problem

may be expected to throw light, oil the question of how and, to what

extent "the image"'of an occupation can be "changed."

With reference to this problem, would-be image changers may
have to face up courageously to the possibility that "the image" they
wish to alter is based on an accurate, realistic appraisal of its stimulus
objeCt. Perhaps most college prOfessors are intellectual giants with
volatile feminine characteristics, on the whole not well-to-do, and
lacking in opportunities for advancement.

On the other hand, the possibility exists that students' imaged of
"the college professor" are rooted in a.reality of a somewhat different

order namely, the functional requirements of the system of social
interaction which brings together teachers and students, within the
formal organizational context of ^the college. In these terms, students'
images of "the professor" would be regarded as an.aspect of their
institutionalized definition of the professor's role.* According to this

logic; one possible line of 'reasoning would be to say that, given the
almost arbitrary pOwer of profdsors over students so far as grading

, cj. Parses analysis of institutionalized 'definitions of the roles or doctor and patient within the
situation' of medical practice: Parsons, T. "The Social System," The Free Press, Glencoe, Illinois,
1931, esp. Chapter tO.
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is concerned and given the ever-increasing importance of grades to
college students, the professor-student relationship can be maintained
only if students idealize the intellectual capacities of professors in a
way to similar to that reported 134 Q'Dowd- Beardslee in the case of
Wesleyan and State University men. On the other hand, the highly
personal, subjective aspect of the professor's authority over students
may require for its acceptance the institutionalized expectation on the
part of students that the professor will be individualistic, emotional,
unpredictable in his relations with others generally:Finally, the'need
that students must feel for protection against the arbitrary authority
(and perhaps also the "overwhelming intellect") of professors may
generate the institutionalized expectation expressed in thlimage that
men students, at any, rate, have of professors that he be really
"weak" so far as his material rewards are concerned; while the same
need in the case of women stunts may lead to the emphasis in their

page of "the professor," on tis "strong, active, deep, confident,
masculine" characteristics as reported by O'Dowd-Beardslee
since such characteristics are supposed, after all, to spell "protection"
to a woman.

All this- is to be sure the sheerest speculation. Conceivably, how:
ever, O'Dowd-Beardslee's finding, that the image which students
have of professors changes very little from the freshman to the
knior year, could be interpreted as support for this reasoning. It
might be interesting to test this hypothesis more rigorously by seeing
whether predicted changes in kudents' images of "the profess'or"
would follow upon specified chatiges in the patterning of teacher-
student interaction.
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INSTITUTIONAL POTENCY AND
FACULTY RECRUITMENT

1. Recruitment by Type of Inititution
One of the simplest factors to study in its statistical relation to

'recruitment for 'faculty careers is at the same time one of the most
complex to interpret, so far -as-its bearing on the r&Tu. ilent process
is concerned. This is the type of undergraduate institutiohich.sup-
plies the graduate schoois d lgter the college faculties, with their
entrants.

On the matter of rate, the b ad picture seems abUndantly
especially, since the Knapp-Good ch and Kilapp-Greenbaumstudies.(")
Then more the liberal arts ar emphasized, particularly in Protestant-
founded colleges of the N heast and Middle West, the more pro-
Auctive the college is of "scientists" and of "younger American

jicholqrs." Rogoff has specified this relationship further by making
separ4te analyses of men's (including co-ed) and of women's col -
leges,(2" since_ as she says, white liberal arts prevail to a -much
greater extent at women's colleges, women are .much less likely to
pursue, graduate studies (p.70). More recently, Berejson has empha-
sized'the qualification that "rates do not staff gradVate sehools
grog" numbers do" (p. 131). Thus "even in Knapp-Greenbaum's
figures . . about two-thirds of the, young scholars took their
baccalaureate degrees at universities" (p. 131). Berelson further
cited from-an NO,Rc . sthdy which showed that the top eight liberal
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arts colleges, from the istandpoint of graduate student production,
accounted for only 4 per cent of the students who went on to the

Bate during the period 1936-1956 (p. 131).
,"c 4Tre inVic4ons of the Knapp-Greenbaum studies for recruit-

ment to faculty roles in the future need to be re- examined in the
light of a broad social trend towards increase in the number of
institutions which Rogoff, follOwingpstheimer (Statistical Analysis
of the Organization of Higher Education in the United States), calls
"complex colleges." The ,term "complex college" "takes cognizance

, of a transition process typical of many institutions. Some are former
teachers colleges or agricultural and mining schools to Which a liberal
arts curriculum has been added ; others are fo er liberal arts colleges
that now offer several undergraduate profess] nal or technical curri-
cula as 4). The two moSt salient cha acteristics of complex
colleges are first, their transitional nature an second, their lack of
emphasis on any single curriculum. So classifie , complex colleges in
1955 accounted for 20 per cent 'Of all institut ns of higher -educa-
tion, as Compared to 8 per cent in 1948 (p. 3), a d most probably the
percentage of college students enrolled in suc institutions has in-
cieased even More.

It seems important, therefOre, to ask' wha contribution these
colleges can make to the graduate -student and ter frculty popula-
tion in coming years. Even more important is th question posed bey
Trow ,--- namely, to what extent will these institu ions proVide a posi-
tive rather than a negative selection of students to aduate school and
faculty careers.(") Because of its heterogeneity, t is category of in-.
stitutions requires further subclassification beforq our questions can
be answered ;.nevektheless, certain general characteristics which they
share provide us with research clues.
t First of all, the very transitional nature and complexity of these
Alleges mean that they ,lack institutional identity, a fact strikingly

:1F6ught out in a vignette of one such college, San Francisco State,
by Jencks and Riesman.(') Very often, the place of institutional
identity is taken by attachment to a department of instruction in
fact, students at San Francisco State are advised to "think of their
depaftment as their home." To the extent that this is true, the
processes by which students of differing abilities and orientation be-
come allocated to different departnients of instruction within each
institution becomes a matter of crucial concern for determining the
culture of the department and its consequent valence for recruitment
to academic careers. If, for example, the liberal arts departments in
a "complex college" become known through these processes as second
choice majors relative to the undergraduate professional schools, they
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will tend to recruit a progressively weaker type of student, intellectu-
ally speaking. To the extent that these are the departments that orient
their students to graduate school (possibly because they do not offer
training in any marketable skills at the undergraduate level), they
will proVide a negative selection to education beyond college.

A second consideration relates to the kind of faculty that these
institutions attract. Do teachers who have no strong professional
identification devolve upon colleges with no strong institutional iden-
tity? Is there a danger that 'this type 4 faculty member will, in
Trow's word , "project an image of college teaching more attractive
to timid and less able y6unk men who look to teaching as a way of
aavOiding.the rsh rigors of the business and professional worlds."(")
2. College Atmospheres

One approach to answering the
.

'bye potency of copeges to attract
through conPleraltion of the "atm
Characterize thes6 different kin s of in
have indicated,09 education process
riot so much in a specific way throng

(

questions concerning the rela-
dents to academic careers is
res" or "value climates" 'which
itutions; for, as many studies

in a college are' mediated
_ contact of students with in-

dividual professors and particular courses, but,in a more general way
through a variable that represents the total World of the collge to
the students. How is this variable to be (a), defined and (b) ascertain-.
ed? And what is its relation to academic recruitment'?

.This section distinguiShes betdeen two approaches to the defini-
)tion and identifi tion: of the college world or culture as students

experience it:Tht irst, exempjified particularly by the work of George
Stern,(') describes, this world as an "environment," defined in terms
of various field forces, or "presses" while the relation of students to
the environment is conceptualized ecologically as one whereby the
personality "needs" of individual organisms (students) and the
"presses" of the evironment come into some sort .of mutual adjust-
ment, Since- this approach to the definijon of the college student
world is. individualistic throughout, it may not be strictly accurate
to describe its product as "student culture." In fact, the various
student "cultures," "atmospheres" or "environments" that Stern and
his colleagues' have identified are based 'on marginal frequencies of
student responses to questions concerning the existence or non-
existence of discrete "presses" (e.g., for 'abasement," "deference,"
"order," "humanism," "reflectiveness," etc,) which are presumed to
emanate from the college. The degree to which these presses, con-
ceived of as continuous variables, enter' into the composi n of the
"college environment" is ihen,assumed to be a direct funct n' of the
frequency with which they are perceived by the student respondents.
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Stern does not address hlinself to the problem of explaining the
various press character) tics of different types of institutions, other
than to assert the clainf that ,they do not represent a projection of
the studente"needs." In his words :.2

4
The characteristics of the student bodies in any of Vie

schools examined thus far reflect need patterns which are
readily recognizable as personalized versions of the preVailing

- press. This is not attriblitable to the fact that the same stu-
dents are in general the sources of both sets of data, for there
is no relationship between the needs preferences a student'
recora for himself and the press characteristics he attributes
to thecollege either for samples of students at the same in-
stitution, or across institutions* (WICHE, p. 89).
Concerning the `relation of "college environments" to recruit-

meet for academic careers, Thistlethwaite's study, "College Environ-
ments and 'the Development !of Talent," is probably of most direct
relevance,(") Thistlethwaite found ;systematic differences. in faculty
behavior items of the College Characteristics Index as reported by
National Merit Scholars at colleges of high, as distinct from low,
productivity of Ph.D.'s and as between colleges high in the produc...
thrity Of natural science Ph.p's compared to those high in production
of Ph.D.'s in arts, humanities, and social science. As Thistlethwaite
himself observes, however, the weakness of this studycis that we can -
not

- .

tell from it whether the differences between colleges in their
productivity of different kinds of Ph.D.'s is related to differences in

t, the behavior of their faculty, differences in the ability and initial
motivation of their students enter graduate study, or to differences
in the interaction between t ese variables. More:recently, Astin has
attempted to show that the differences between colleges in Ph.D.
productivity reported by ThiStlethwaite can be referred almost entire:
ly to variables of their student intake, rather than of their "faculty
press : "( ")

A second approach to the definition of college student worlds is
to view them more strictly as cultures, rather than as personalized
psychological environments. According, to this approach, the impact
of the college upon students is mediated through a set of common
understandings which students themselves develop about their ro%s

Since the 'writer has, not seen either' of the studies Stern cites in support of this assertion
(McFee, A., "The Relation of Selected Factors to Students' Perception of a College Environment,'
unpublished Master's thesis, Syracuse "University, 1959; Dorn, in preparation), be can only say that
he finds it bard to behove, particularly in view of the fact that some two pages later in the same
article Stern tells us:

It would appear . .. that the differences in institutional atmosphere reported by . . .
various groups of seniors is related in part to their expressed needs . . . . At the present

. stage of these investigations a moot point as to whether there are in fact three
'different institutions correspon g to the descriptions of each of these subcultural univer
shies in the lane complex versity setting. or whether their descriptions morn nearly
reflect personalieed variations of the same underlying theme (WICHE. p. 92).
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rather than transmitted directly in the,form of "presses" upon t
"needs."

Thus in the words of Becker and Geer:
3Although students may interpret and respond to their

educational experiences in an individual and idiosyncratic
way, this is . . ,(not) usually the case.' More typically, as,
they develop common understandings about those interests, ,

and activities they share as students, and working agree-.
ments as to what constitutes proper and reasonable behavior
in this role.(")

Conceived as t tiltures; the college worlds 'which students ex- 42_4'
perience can be defined in, ideal-typical terms as noizhative patterns
rather than as the values (marginal frequencies), of' 41isc-rete_ con-
tinuous variables (presides).

tat,:
One example of student cultures typologically d is given by47.

Trow in his' essak"The Campus Viewed as. atacG " Tro -distin-
guishes between four s of "dominant lornts-t* stpde' t sub-
cultures take on Amenean puSes," genei4s y\he interacts" -of
two sets of normative patterns or valuei"."1' volVenielit with ideas,"
and'"identification with the college."(")

Identificakibn Involvemeni Type of culturewith -College with ideas
. acadernic subculture

collegiate subculture
noneonformist subculture
consumer - vocational sub-'

. culture
One danger of this method is that it denies only one subculture,

the academic, in positive terms by the presence oilvaluee, while the
other three types of subCultures are left partly or wholly residual.
This means in effect that the "collegiate," the "non-conformist'; and
the _"consumer-vocational" .subcultures are defined by the standards
of e "academic &inure" rather than by .their own dominant (or
substitute) value profiles, Davie and Hare.for example allow that the
"button-down collar" collegiate culture at 7a men's 'campus can be. '`
characterized by the positive value which students place upon being 'tr
a "well-rounded mlui" rather than simply by the lack of primady which
-t-liey accord to "in'olvement with ideas,"01 Bearing this proviso in
mind, however, Trow's typology may be 'highly useful as a firstap-
proach to identification of student subcultures within .the academic
communities of American colleges.

. ,
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Going beyond questions of conceptualization, one runs immedi-
ately into the thorny prOblems of technique involved in working with
the variable of student subcultures. How do we see a culture when we
know it is there ? How do we make it visible to others? How do we
know a "value" when We see orte? What problems may be involved in
attempting to reconstruct a culture pattern from individdal survey
data such as that supplied by the Activities Index and College
Characteristics Inde.t Since cultures are the properties of interacting
groups, should one identify subgroups within a student body (e.g., 147
sociometric data) before attempting to describe student subcultures?
Or would a short-cut to subgroup identifitation i.e., use of a panel
composed of different kinds of supposedly "representative" students

yield approximately the same picturd of campus culture and sub-
ulture.(')

Presuming that these detailseof technique can be worked out, we
may turn to the more significant question gf the bearing of student
subcultures on recruitment to academic kAreers. The assumption which
grows out of Trow's typology of student:subcultiires is that: (1)
colleges in which the academic subcidure predominates or at least,
flourishes, provide the most favorable atmosphere for the recruitment
of academic men and (2) the, vocational subculture, because of its
uncouth single-minded emphasis on pelf or sheepskin, provides an
atmosphere least likely to encourage the flowering of younger Ameri-
can scholars. In Trow's words:

. where intellectual and aesthetic pursuits are valued for
their' own sakes, ,college teaching will appear to be one re:
warding way to live o t these values and interests, and will
appear so especially to hese-students who have already tast-
ed the rewards of scho arship and scientific inquiry. But do
a campus dominated y the values of vocational training,
where the college educ tion is seen Very largely as a means
to other ends, college t aching will be seen as the low statu
underpaid and overwo ed occupation that on those campu-
it unhappily too ofte is.(")

These remarks concer ing the relative potency fqr the pro
, of academic men, of collegies dominated by academic alnd by vocational

subcultures, seem so self-evident as to:require no further elaboration.
Nevertheless, they should be examimid in the light of certain con-

- sideratirS advanced by Iciesman with4.eference to the Knapp-Green-
baum findings already referred to. !

In his article, "The Academic Career: Notes on Recruitinent and
Colleagueship,") Riesman claims that the pattern of recruitment to
scholarship noted by Knapp-Greenbaum. no longer applies in our
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educational-system, Mainly, he says, because of the "spread of cone-
giate values" in our society and because of a change in the social class
composition of the undergraduate student bodies at large universities.
Although his discussion is Concerned with only the' potency in pro-/
duction of academic men of small liberal arts colleges relative to that
of large universities, a reading of it wit' in this reviewer's opinion
throw light on the kinds of recruitment to academic careers that one
mayexpect from the newer "complex.colleges" as well.

According to Riesman, the explanation for the "success" earlier
in this century of small Midwestern colleges like Hope, Wabash, and
Kalamazoo in developing scholars and scientists lay in two mai fac-
tors: (1) The lack of cosmopolitanism of their student bodi s, s-
sociated with thes4 students' "generally lower middle-class back-
ground" (p. 150). A. is words :

ajarig ',boy from an impoverished background
might land in college without having heard that one can
make a living as,a;:physiologist or an astronomer. But he .

might have had the luck to encounter in college a teacher
who was doing just that . . . . In other words, the very .lack
of cosmoPplitanism of some of these colleges and the lack
of cosmopolitanism of the students who went there, meant
that a teacher of even moderate quality and interest in his
students could accumulate disciples quite readily (p. 150).

(2) The strong anti-intellectual currents in the smaller, mostly-
Midwestern commaities from which scholars came.

In such a climate of opinion, It was understandable that
professors should have been regarded as stuffy, as not
quite manly, as occupant% of an ivory tower that probably
needed dusting. In that climate of opinion, the handful of
alienated students would naturally find themselves sym-
pathizing with their college professors, and conversly, the
professors would themselves be load* for recru(ts among
the students as hostages against the culture of Babbittry
around them (p. 151). -

Riesman concludes what we may here callhis "Kalamazoo myth"
by saying:

In such a pattern of recruitment into academia, it was
plain that not Many would be 'called' . . . . As a result,
profesiors could and did spend their time with efew stu-
dents and tried to deal with the rest by libefally distributing
gentlemanly C's. And so it was that those boys from the lower
or humbler strata who aspired to become professors would
be slowly. groomed for that recondite elite (p. 152).
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By. contrast to the high rate of scholarly proAuction of the
Kalamazoos, Riesman claims that. "the inferior record- in recruitment

t

of scholars from the undergraduate population of the great cosmo-
politan universities" could in the past be explained by (1) the cos-
mopolitanism of their students, which meant that they had many oc-
cupational models available other than bUsiness or teachin and (2)
the upper-middle to upper class origin of the students which led them
to think of an 'academic career as a downward step in social mo-
bility (p. 150). .

. ,

The present situation, Riesman thinks, is very different ; so that,
\as he puts it " . . . in the future institutions such as Carleton and
St. Olaf's will not show up quite sa well as they did in the Wesleyan

4
tuilies, while Harvard, and 'Yale may show up somewhat better."
his is primarily because of two factors whiCh together constitute
iesman's "Harvard myth": (1) A change in the social composition

of -the student body at large universities they now include "many
relatively poor boys who once would have gone to local and often to
denominational colleges" (p. 153). (2) A mutual infiltration of
professional (academic) and business values at the large universities
which makes the academic career far more attractive and the image
of the professor far more glamorous Than it used to be in the minds
of large university students: "Less and less are professors regarded
as members of a small, deviant...Wit semi-elite group bdt rather as
people who have gone into a business that isn't business" ,(p. 155).
Correspondingly, "the professor . . . Ifas become a man of the world,
perhaps traveling on ,an expense account . . . -, Novels, now portray
him as having sex appeal and even fie lurid sex life" (p. 156); / ,

This ITN/fewer has dwelt at some length on Riesman's Kalama-
zoo and Harvard myris because they appear to constitute a source
of significant hypotheses concerning the patterns and process-es of
recruitment to scholtrship by various types of undergraduate insti-

-...\ tutions. The various propositions implicit in the Harvard myth can
of course be tested' directly.* But Nwtat of the hypotheses implicit
in the' Kalamazoo myth? Are these to be relegate) forever to that
intellectual limbo inhabited by similar scientific reconstructions of the
dim and distant past, .such as Freud's "Totem and Taboo" or Hoyle's
"Cosmology"? This reviewer thinks not, for the good and simple-reason
that muCh of the stuff of which the Kalamazoo Myth is made may be

a found on the campuses of contemporary "complex colleges," such as

For example. the proposition that (1? use Trow's words nri our best colleges, college teaching .
appeals to the best students in a highly talented student body" arow, NE13fIE,.-p 61) on this
point. see Marcson's -The Scientist in American Industry," Princeton. 1960 The best umversny
graduates go to the universities rather than some to the industrial research laboratories " As a result,
the industrial laboratories " are only able to attract the next to the very top of a graduating
class" (p. 54). Concerning hypotheseg about the changing image of the college profelior, see section
on image research, this paper
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San Francisco State or Georgia State. True, these are urban, rather
than rural institutions ; also true is the fact that they are very large,
and given over to professional as well as to liberal-arts t aining. But
they would appear to flourish in an anti-intellectual atm 'There; their
students ark predominantly of a provincial lower-mid class origin;
their professors are dichotomized into start-outs an cooled-outs,0
both types plausibly motivated like those at Kalanta oo to "look for
recruits among students as hostages against the culture of Babbittry
around them."

Thus it may be true as Trow suggests that a polarization of
American colleges 'ito the selective'and unselective, the academic and
the vocational, is taking place today one symptorn of this being the
rise of "complex colleges." It play also be true that MO very different
processes of recruitmdnt to future faculty roles will go on in these two
kinds of institutions. But to the extent that the Kalamazob myth
finds incarnation or reincarnation in the complex colleges of today, it
may not be true that the future academic men these colleges recruit
will be drawn from the ranks of their poorer students.

wat
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